We have 7 cylindrical grinders from the basic high volume straight and angle head grinders to high production and high precision Toyoda CNC cylindrical grinders. We have the capability to grind up 40 inches long and from .125 diameter up to 12 inch diameter. We also have a Sunnen hone that is capable of running from .1875 to 1.0 internal diameters.

We have 7 I.D. grinders which we can grind from .500 up to 12” internal diameter, 6 through feed and plunge centerless grinders that can grind up to 5” diameter and up to 20 inches in length through feed.

2 double disc grinders that can grind .050 and up thickness, 3 manual surface grinders and a Blanchard grinder with a 30” table and 18” height capacity.

Bridgeport mill and 2 Clausing lathes for doing all of our own tooling, Mig and Tig welders. We also have accurate and certified inspection equipment for making sure the job is done right. No matter how large or small the job we have the equipment and knowledge to handle just about any grinding job.